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BRIDAL REGISTRY

Gins

PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPUES

JhtetbuA3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

RODDY AUTO
HAMMER LANE

AT LOWER SACTO. ED.
PH. 476-3736

TRADEWINDS
PIPE SHOP
Lincoln Center
Near Rexall

IMPORTED PIPES,
TOBACCOS, CIGARS
WATER PIPES
Nites til 9 o'clock

Beaux Strategem
"The Beaux Strategem" by
George Farquhar will open a
six-night run at UOP's
Demarcus Brown Theatre on
Friday (October 23) at 8 pm.
Presented by the UOP Drama
Department, the show will be
repeated on October 24, 25, 30, 31
and November 1. Ticket prices
are $2.50 and $2.00 with half
price for students.
Directed by Dr. Carl Talbot,
associate professor of drama,
the play is a comedy set in
England during the early 1700s.
The plot revolves around two
mysterious strangers who
suddenly appear in an English
town
with questionable
objectives.
"Fraquhar's
principle intent is to entertain
and elicit laughter; everything
else is both and incidental and
expendable," said Talbot in
describing the play.
Lead characters in the 18member cast are Ken
Fleishour, Mark Fulmer, Eileen
Hall, and Joice Revis.
All seats are reserved and
tickets can be purchased at the
door, by telephoning 946-2116 in
Stockton or writing the UOP
Drama Department.

Rubella Clinic
STUDENT
SPECIAL
Typewriter Rentals

3 months for $15
ILECTRIC
PORTABLES

no

monthly

Rem to try—IPiU apply
if you buy

4M-SM1

During 1964-65
a
rubella
(German measles or the
"three - day
measles")
epidemic throughout the United
States resulted in major
congenital
defects
in
approximately 30,000 infants.
Deafness, mental retardation,
cataracts, heart problems and
other defects can be present in a
rubella damaged child. The
child usually presents a
combination of these handicaps
rather than just one. Because
rubella is a cyclical disease it is
expected to strike in epidemic
proportions during 1970-72.

In an effort to make the
community aware of
the
dangers of
the impending
rubella epidemic, University of
the Pacific Speech and Hearing
Center will sponsor an open
house for the public on
Wednesday. October 28 from
7-10 p.m. Films, exhibits and
demonstrations will focus on
what is being done to identify
and help individuals with speech
and hearing handicaps. It has
been estimated that over 8
million people in the United
States are afflicted with speech
The University has attempted
to attack this problem in a three
fold manner.
Students are
trained both at the un
dergraduate
and
graduate
undergraduate and graduate
level to become professionals in
the fields of speech pathology
and audiology. 70 students are
currently in training. Research
is currently being conducted at
the Center which is related to
various speech and hearing
disorders.
An extremely
important aspect of the
program is the Speech and
Hearing
Center
where
evaluation and therapy are
available for individuals of all
ages with speech language and
hearing problems. Currently
close to 100 patients are in
treatment. Last year over 250
patients were evaluated at the
Center.

Duns Dept. Head

Professor Donald Duns has
been named chairman of the
Department of Communication
Arts and Science at COP. He
replaces Dr. Paul H. Winters,
who will return to teaching
duties and remain in charge of
the nationally acclaimed UOP
forensics team.
Dean Binkley of COP
announced the change, which
was effective October 5. Dr.
Binkley said the change will

The only 150 hamburger
in town...
is here
to stay!
Some of you got the idea Red Top's new 15c hamburger was just a
temporary offer. A Super Special. Not on your life. It's here to stay—
the same meaty all-beef burger topped with Red Top's own tangy
Western sauce. And on a full 3V2-inch bun. All for 15 cents. All the
time. So come and get 'em.
jimi«

15C
EACH...OR OCVUN
SEVEN FOR $1.00
IOV CMUL...UN

BID TOP

1612
Pacific Ave.
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allow Winters to return to fulltime teaching and have more
time available to direct forensic
teams that have gained
nationwide honors in years past.
Dr. Duns is a 1958 UOP
graduate who has been active in
faculty organizations since
teaching at Pacific. He holds
MA and Ph.D degrees from
Northwestern University.

Performance Cancelled
The Conservatory announced
recently that the October 29
piano series with Charlene
Brendler has been cancelled.

Friends Spook Out
"Friends Spook-Out", dance
sponsored by Friends of
Stockton will be held on Friday,
October 30th from 8:00 a.m. To
be held at the Friends
Community Center at California
and Harding Way in Stockton.
The band will be " Featuring
His Daughter" and Guest.
There will be no advance
tickets, a dollar donation will be
collected at the door. Dress is
masquerade or street clothes.

Campus Pharmacy
The Clinical Pharmacy will
close at noon on Friday October
23 to move to its new location at
751 Brookside Road in the
Pharmacy Building.
The
Pharmacy will open in its new
location as the Campus
Pharmacy on Tuesday October
27 at 9 am. Pharmacy hours are
9-4:30, Monday through Friday.

Costa Rican Pres.
A group of students from
Elbert Covell College, who are
participating in the University's
Overseas Study Project,
recently visited the President of
Costa Rica, Jose Figueres.
The students had a friendly
conversation with the President
telling him of their jobs in San
Jose, capital city of Costa Rica,

FOUR. O'CLOCK
/Midnight

KUOP-FM-913

and discussing matters that
related to the students, such as
the courses that are offered in
the University of Costa Rica.
Dr. Gerald Martin, Director of
the Project, expressed his
appreciation on behalf of the
Covell students in regard to the
collaboration and hospitality
that they have received from
the educational authorities of
Costa Rica, and said that when
the Covell students return to the
United States in December,
"Costa Rica will be for each one
of us our second home."
President Figueres said that
in his opinion student exchange
programs are of great benefit to
both Costa Rica and the United
States. "These
^changes,"
underlined the Pre. 'ent, "are
one more link in the great chain
of friendship that binds these
two countries."
Also visiting the President
were Mr. Francis Gomez,
Director of the Costa RicaNorth American Cultural
Center, and Mr. Thomas
Switzer, one of the officials of
the US Information Agency.

Literary Magazine
The UOP Literary Magazine
is now accepting works in short
story, poetry, water color,
photography and any other form
of creative writings or creative
art. Submit to Rob Menzies,
Third Floor, North Hall., before
November 31, with your name
and telephone number on the
submission.
Editor Calliope

SSi
EDUCATION Testing Service
has announced that special
testing dates have been
established at San Francisco for
the "Graduate
Record
Examinations for the 1970
academic year.
The dates for the special tests
in San Francisco, which include
aptitude and advanced
categories, are November 10-11,
March 9-10, May 4-5, July 13-14,
August 10-11 and September 1414. Prospective students are
urged to check with the UOP
Graduate School office to
determine which of the exams
they whould take and when they
should be taken.

BOURBON STREET
LIQUORS
LIQUORS - WINES
MIXES - KEG BEER

464-3886

ICE

3826 WEST LANE

BUSINESS

6TART1N6-.. FRATERNITY
MEET IN & • TUES. OCT. 2.1
Pi:50 PM AT/4KA

All BUSINESS MAJORS WELCOME
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Students Initiate Priorities Investigation
by Bob McLean

"You've got to understand the
depth of the problems in this
country and approach them in a
sophisticated manner." This is
the basic premise for the Forum
on National Priorities as
described by one of its
organizers Dave Bennett.
The Forum will not actually
manifest itself until December,
but the two year program is now
in the intensive organizational
stage. The University Speakers
Program, a clearing house for
campus speakers, is sponsoring
the Forum on National
Priorities which is intended to
be a series of problem solving
seminars and lectures oriented
toward the future. The program
will have its formal beginnings
on December 9 when
Presidential Advisor Robert
Finch will speak on campus.
The format of the program is
designed to be more than a
lecture series. Its purpose is to
alert the community to
emerging needs and to give the
community
a
better
understanding of
emerging
values. The Forum will present
thematically linked programs in
an effort to reach new levels of
sophistication in our approach
to the questions we face.
Many of the Forum organizers
hold differing views on what the
solutions to the worlds problems
are. The program is therefore
not intended to profess nay one
philosophy or political belief. It
is intended to provide the
context in which varying points
of view may be discussed.
CUSTODIANS OF THE
FUTURE

necessity of the formulation of
goals and priorities now.
The program will attempt to
provide Stockton with an

set of priorities for UOP.
Neither has it articulated a
social consciousness for the
university. The organizers of

increased awareness of the
necessity to anticipate the
consequences of policy decisions
on all levels. It is particularly
apt for this area because
Stockton is an agricultural
center that is experiencing
rapid urbanization.
The Forum is an attempt to
show the relationships between
and the intereaction of certain
aspects of life such as cultural,
political, economic, and
ecological. The Forum will be
approaching problems from a
wholeistic viewpoint.

the Forum see their program as
a catalyst for actions to set up
priorities not only for the
university but for the nation.
January has been designated
as a discussion of the individual

CAMPUS SIGNIFICANCE

The Forum on National
Priorities belongs on a college
campus because of its
essentially academic approach
to solving the problems of the
future. The approach of the
Forum is adding a pragmatic
note to academics by the very
nature of the topic, however. By
discussing real problems in an
academic atmosphere, Bennett
sees one of the possible results
as being the "practicalizing
of the classroom.
The influence on UOP
academics is intended to be an
orderly transition.
Carter
Brown, working on the Forum,
says that he hopes any transition
which occurs in the classroom
will not be precipitated through
violence as was the case in
Berkeley.
Bennett believes that a
university is more equipped to
solve problems than to gain
fame through football.
The
university has always been the
source of brain input for our
society but it has failed to
organize this resource toward
solving problems in our society.
The Forum is a possible
alternative for this university
because it offers UOP the
opportunity to orient itself
toward constructive gains for
our society.

As one of the Forum's basic
assumptions they believe that
"If the U.S. is to experience an
orderly and just development of
society then our major
institutions must be respected
and used to bring justice into
being." The Forum on National
Priorities is concerned with
discovering solutions to the
problems of the future by
anticipation rather than
reaction to crisis situations.
In appreciating that we are the
The administration has never
custodians of the future the
expressed
any set philosophy or
j Forum is emphasizing the
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and society. The Forum will
bring Attorney General John
Mitchel to campus as the
keynote speaker around which
workshops will be structured
that will deal with the material
in depth to insure good
background to the discussions.
These workshops will include
panels of research people to
lead the workshop discussions.
Bennett has organized a
winter term course from COP
around
this
January
program.

iThe Pacifican reserves the right to edit letters for length and usage. Letters
• should be typed, double-spaced, signed, and preferably not in excess of 200
I words.
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by Janelle Gregg

The College of the Pacific and
its students will undertake a test
of their academic maturity and
intellectual responsibility with
the commencement of the
winter term January 4.
Designed as an independent
study situation, the winter term
is a, challenge and an
opportunity that deserves to be
met, explored, and expanded
with all the energy and
excitement that freedom
inspires.
Planned to meet the personal
aims of each student, the winter
term objectives included
opportunities for independent
study under faculty supervision,
concentrated inquiry in any
area, and testing of theory and
practice of off-campus field
work. Outside the classroom

End Zone Attacks
Image with Renovations
by Ann Sheppard
Since the summer of 1967,
$90,000 has been spent on
remodeling and improving the
End Zone.
$5,000 more is
scheduled to be spent.
Paul Fairbrook, Direct of
Food and Housing, has planned
a new look
a friendly
atmospher
with minor
remodeling. These renovations
would encompass blacklight
posters, new paint, a dance
floor, more comfortable seats,
and other items creating a
coffee house environment. With
these additions, Fairbrook
hopes to have a common ground
for students to meet and an
interesting place which will
attract people.
There is a definite need for
some sort of an establishment to
bring students together—off
campus residents as well as on campus residents.
Greg
Graves,
PSA
President,
stresses the need for on campus
activity and feels there is a need
for a coffee house which
students could use. This would
mean another place like the
Basement in John Ballantyne,
and an evident attempt to
co-op it by the administration.
Shouldn't these two merge into
one successful establishment?
If the End Zone was a success,
there would be no need for a
Basement.
The student union dilemma is
important to the, students. This
is evident in the preference poll
taken the summer of 1970.

Sixty-five percent of the polled

i Signed material represent the opinion of the author and not necessarily that of the
I staff or advertisers of the Pacifican.

Winter Term Answers
Demands for Freedom

students had a student union for
first priority so Fairbrook's idea
of turning the End Zone into a
mini student union is legitimate
but temporary. This temporary
situation will continue as long as
there are no permanent

facilities.
Every restaurant
should be remodeled every four
or five years according to
Fairbrook.
After this year, the total of
money spent on the End Zone
comes to $95,000. The important
question now is whether the last
expenditure is justified. It would
be considered a success if it
created a unifying effect on the
campus. It must cater to all
diverse parts of campus life.
The atmosphere contributes a
lot to the unifying effect. The
atmosphere is not composed of
just posters, paint and
incandescent lights.
People
round out the atmosphere.
The End Zone, well known in
its present condition, has to
overcome its reputation. To do
this, it would need the support of
the students. Students would be
attracted if the Basement were
to merge with the End Zone. But
some people would be turned off
by the turned on environment
and the reverse effect would
strike some of the Basement
people. Finding a suitable
atmosphere to both crowds
would be difficult.
This, essentially, is
Fairbrook's main concern and it
is, essentially, unsolvable.
Fairbrook doesn't see any
possibility of a student union in
the foreseeable future, so he
will most likely continue his
face lifts. The administration
seems rather short-sighted in
viewing the possibility of
building a student union.

Hopefully,
the
a dministration's eyes will be

opened in the near future, and a
student union will become a
reality rather than a drawing.
Until that time arrives, the
changes may be necessary.

routine, the student should be
able to assert himself
academically while developing
self-discipline.
The winter term attempts to
answer student demands for
greater freedom. The
stagnation of purely mechanical
student-teacher relationships is
overcome when the student
becomes involved ina selfdirected,
self-instructive
learning process. Such a
situation demands that the
student set worthy goals
andseek to accomplish them.
Freedom being a fragile state,
the program has a great margin
for failure on the side of both the
student and the college. A
primary objection to winter
term has been that students will
not take the term seriously but
consider it a vacation, a time to
goof-off and spend a month
skiing. Likewise the question is
raised whether freshmen will be
able to handle independent
study. Dr. Clifford Hand,
director of the winter term
program says, when they
neglect freshman courses they
loose the opportunity to attract
new students to their
department major.
The Danforth Report states
that COP has a tradition of
faculty accessibility to students.
The winter term can be a
proving ground which will fulfill
or break this tradition. If faculty
members fail to uphold theirend
of this cooperative venture in
education the student may as
well leave school and study
entirely on his own. Professors
who are unwilling to supervise
independent study outside their
regular course work or meet
with students who request
guidance outside class time, as
time allows, may be responsible
for stunting student initiative.
The winter term demands a
sensitive faculty which can
guide the student without
directing him, encourage and
evaluate the students without
pressuring him.
Indeed the winter term is a
great educational experiment.
Evaluation is needed by both
faculty and students after this
first year to improve and
expand the programs. Other
universities have gone on a 4-14; some have succeeded, others
have failed. COP faculty and
students have long demanded
and finally gotten academic
freedom. A program which
requires an active assault
rather than a passive
acceptance lies at our door. Will
we accept the responsibility for
our own education and learn
now how to learn in an
individual, cooperative facultystudent endeavor or will we look
freedom in the face and walk on
by?
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Isla Vista Police Misconduct

ISLA VISTA (CPS)— "If you
ball me tonight, I'll see you get
off free..." (policeman to girl at
Bank of America June 8)
"The young man had asked
the guard when breakfast would
be served. The guard said that
if he wanted breakfast he could
step over the cell door... As the
outer door opened, the guard
kicked him in the groin, twisted
him from the cell and applied
the restraining "strangle
hold...A statement was heard
from the hallway that' since he
has thrown up, he wouldn't need
breakfast" (at Santa Barbara
County Jail, early morning,
June 10).
So goes some of the testimony
by students and citizens of Isla
Vista, California., the offcampus college community of
13,000 (9,000 students) which
borders UCSB.

"I was arrested for curfew
when LA officers broke into the
apartment and beat me when
I was sitting on the toilet. They
smashed up the bathroom door
and pulled me by the hair and
collar half-nude some 50 feet to
the lawn outside theapartment. I
finally was able to pull up my
pants just before I was shoved
against a wall..." (June 8).
"I was taken out and led up
the stairs, whereon meeting the
remaining policemen coming
down the stairs, a few grabbed
hold of my breasts in a junior
high school fresh manner" (at
an apartment complex, June

It is a typical beachside
village with a student hang-out,
two service stations, a grocery
store, and a bank, the Bank of
America, in its central business
district. The testimony is part of
a report compiled by the
Faculty-Clergy Observer
Program of Santa Barbara after
Isla Vista was rocked by eight
days of rioting last June.
The report, entitled Isla Vista
III, contains many citings of
alleged
police misconduct
during disturbances from June
4-12. (Isla Vistas I and II
included the Feb. 25 burning of a
branch of Bank of America and
the April 17 killing of Kevin
Moran, a UCSB student, who
was engaged in an anti-riot
endeavor when he was fatally
wounded by a Santa Barbara
policeman.)
Action began Thursday, June
4, after a Santa Barbara County
Grand Jury had indicted 17
persons the day before the
Feb. 25 bank burning in Isla
Vista. Later, two of those
indicted were proven to be in
jail at the time of the burning.

10).

From further testimony,
student-police
confrontations
showed a lack of restraint by
police
in
controlling
demonstrations at Perfect
Park, —"the most brutal and
inhumane act on the part of the
police apart from the beatings
was the gassing of students with
a machine gun fixed on the back
of a truck. When the truck came
over and aimed the gas pipe at
the people's faces, one young
man reached to knock the pipe
from his face and the policeman
operating the machine
retaliated by holding the pipe on
the guy's face for about 30
seconds" (June 10).
The FCOP group also compiled
reports of the conditions on the
buses taking arrested persons to
jail. More than five people
witnessed a young man running

After four days of sporadic
rock throwing and trash fires
around the bank and neighboring
Perfect Park, the Santa
Barbara Sheriff's Departement
and Santa Barbara Police Riot
Control troops assisted by the
Los Angeles Sheriff's Special
Forces on June 8. By June 11,
after several student-police
confrontations, "peace was
restored in Isla Vista". Arrests
from June 6-11 totalled 667,
many of which were made for
curfew violations. At 9:30 PM
curfew was in effect Saturday
and Sunday, June 6 and 7 and
tightened to 7:30 PM from June

11).

1,000
UOP CO-EDS
to receive 8 pair
of earrings

ABSOLUTELY FREE

WEBERSTOWN MALL—STOCKTON
4950 PACIFIC AVE.

Covell Shortcircuit
by John Barron
There are many girls in that
Great Cow Palace in the sky
(dedicated to Grace A. Covell,
wherever and whoever she may
be) who spend many wasting
hours isolated in their dens with
only their same sex to keep
them company (nothing gross
intended).
I have concluded after some
degree of observation that the
reason behind this arises from a
bog down of male motor
impulses being either altered,
stopped or confused by that
great and mysterious tangle of
ganglionic circuits known as the

My house prides itself on the a t i m e o f t r e m e n d o u s
fact that we have attempted to technological change and a
eliminate pledge hazing as a resultant multi-diversity of
house activity. While we no problems.
Have you ever
longer consider antics such as thought about where you fit into
that necessary for house loyalty • air pollution, de-salinization,
and personal development we futurity-morality,
population,
have made no attempts lately to artificial babies, economics,
adapt ourselves to our present politics, etc.? We are quickly
day social milieu. By standing making ourselves obsolete
still , we are moving backward unless we can learn to make
and it seems to me that our o u r s e l v e s a s i n d i v i d u a l s
reasons for pride in a Greek life r e l e v a n t t o t h e o u t s i d e
are quickly slipping away. It is c o m m u n i t y .
absolutely necessary that we
Please don't mistake my
realize our shortcomings if we
purpose - I am not trying to
are to correct the situation.
totally undermine my own
But, rather
am
It is recognized and accepted house.
that every Greek has a different attempting to give it strength by
educational philosophy. I do giving it a more realistic
realize this. But we are living in direction. Upon entering the

LEAH'S INN SHOPPE
STOCKTON'S FIRST WOMEN'S BOUTIQUE
, Swain

rifuj"- |
1 Bc»»l
£
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B. of A.

HANDCRAFTED EARRINGS
HANDCRAFTED LEATHER
IMPORTED DRESSES
and more, much more.
708 W. SWAIN RD.

MasterCharge

Switchboard.
In times like the present when
political crisis is commonplace
and most students are
concerned with more urgent
matters such as trying to
understand how the luncheon
meatloaf can really be as "...as
tender as a baby's ass and still
resist a knife, the problem of
trying to call a girl in Covell is
indeed quite secondplace The
problem does, nevertheless,
exist.

Several times, particularly
around lunch time, I have called
The Palace to be sweetly
informed "to hold the line". If I
was a mountain climber and
expected to hold the line for a
similar amount of time, I would
develop lichen while patiently
hanging on. As it is, the only
danger one can encounter while
holding the line in your
house I was one of those appartment is dropping your
obnoxious "red-hot" pledges tired head face down in your
who was always instigating soup and drowning.
"rf's." Such things do have a
Paralysis of the ear is also
place in Greek life but not as a common. Upon other occasions
major objective. I cared about I have been told that yes, my
this house and it is because I party is in and is on her way to
still do care about my house that an extension if I care to waitI am concerned about the while hairs grow long on my
direction of our future. I chin. Somewhere the boat is
strongly believe that if a leaving without me.
problem exists, if changes must
Despite some unfortunate
be made, or that if there are
mix-ups
and timely delays I am
new ideas to be explored, that it
is a moral imperative that we do sure the girls at the switchboard
not sit by and let others (in this mean well and one can even fee'
case brothers, sisters, and a twinge in one's heart, though
friends) remain unexposed to slight, for some of the more
serious
operators
who
the problems we face.
frantically search for the right
Since I've been at Pacific, this plug and more frantically try "j
side of the campus has prided pull their perfectly symmetrica
itself on controlling the school phalanges from other outlets a'1
and being actively involved in in a wild maylay of binding
campus affairs. It's simply not wires and an occasional flash
true. We can not rest on past
sparks and smoke.
laurels.
Song girls and
We have even learned that
cheerleaders do not make for though once there was a time
active campus involvement on when Covell
switchboard
behalf of the Greeks.
operators had to pass J
It would be so easy to simply competency exam, this is n#
acknowledge our present status longer expected. All that is no?
and let it ride. But I can't. I did required is the ability to stio
not join my house for a joke and the right plug in the right hole
To this all I can say 6
I will not leave it as a joke. The
time has come for us to wake up "Darling, it's just too bad y0"
or we will die for sure.
weren't born a boy!"

Greek Relevance Questioned

8-11.

Testimony, however, charges
various policemen with
misconduct while arresting
curfew violators. Names of
those testifying and of the
officers charged were omitted
from the report because of
pending litigation.

a high fever who vomited upon
himself and the bus floor. This
elicited jeers and threats from
officers and the driver. Upon
arrival at the jail the sick youth
was forced to clean up the vomit
with his own shirt.
Because of
crowded
conditions a young man sat in
the aisle of a bus. More than
seven people witnessed an
officer, who can be readily
identified, grab an overhead
bar raise himself and let his full
weight fall on the youth's
genitals. Onlookers saw no
provocation by the youth.
At the Santa Barbara County
Jail, there were reports of
waiting up to six hours before
being booked, delays up to 11
hours in being released after
bail was posted and meals were
detained if delivered at all for
several hours.
"Tim said that he had
infectious hepatitis and that was
why he was thrown in solitary.
He sounded very sick and got
sicker as the day wore on. Later
on, he reported that he felt
feverish
and
was
hallucinating... We asked for
medical attention for him and
were told either nothing or told
to shut up. Once after they came
in, one went to Tim's cell and
asked how his hepatitis was. He
said he was very feverish and
weak. He was clubbed in the
liver by this officer and asked,
"Now is it better?" (June 10 and

[WANTED!!
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and the hits just keep on coming...
Soccer
Starving

Dear Sir;
Some of the most chaotic
situations that the UOP soccer
team has faced during the last
years have been lack of
cooperation of the University's
Athletic Department and the
lack of a knowledgeable soccer
coach. The lack of cooperation
has been shown through a
ridiculous budget, a pitiful
training and playing ground,

Hiring
Dear Sir;
It is very unfortunate that the
campus paper should take a side
on any incident on campus. It is
my strong conviction that the
role of the school newspaper is
to tell the news objectively to
the readers. You are gravely
mistaken in judging that "His
criteria for employment seem
more
concerned
with
appearance and
social
(acceptability than aptitude or
[potential." This is completely
contrary to my criteria for
employment.
More efforts in objective
[judgement* will be highly
appreciated for the progress of
lour campus newspaper.
Sincerely,
YusukeC. Kawarabayashi
Director, Language Laboratory
| Dear Mr. Verdi;
I am very disappointed to
learn that such a student as you
is among the intelligent students
of this distinguished institution
of higher learning. You have
certainly given the readers a
very poor impression of the
group of people with long hair of
which you claim yourself a part.
You must realize that one does
not qualify for a position simply
because one has long hair and a
moustache. You are extremely
optimistic in believing that you
were disqualified for the
position on account of your
external appearance. The truth
is, however, that you were
disqualified because of your
unfavorable
character
references.
You were right, Mr. Verdi, in
that the applicant's capability
must be counted, but his
pleasant character and decent
external appearance must also
be counted, because the
common decency and cleanli
ness in a study environment
play an extremely important
role in serving the student's
needs. A certain amount of con
formity is absolutely necessary
since you will be working for the
establishment.
If one cannot
accept other people in the
establishment, in no way can
one be accepted by the
establishment. The main goal of
the university education is to

lack of athletic equipment, and
a nonexistent trainer.
The
coach; who represents 70 per
cent of the team the other 30 per
cent being the team though very
motivated and a good physical
conditioner is not playing an
appropriate role due to his lack
of experience for never having
touched a soccer ball in his life.
The "care-not" attitude of

the decision-makers at the
Athletic
Department
has
brought as result a very
criticized soccer team. Though
subsidized with $1,800, the team
has been in need of more
financial support to afford
better equipment more of the
needed publicity and a higher
standard
within
the
university's sports. How can a
sport that attracts more fans
than all other sports together in
the world be left in the last place
in this university? The eminent
threat of extinction of this sport,
UOP Soccer; lowest on the
TOTEM POLE OF UOP is nothing
new but we then wonder why are
continually
losing
to,
we
universityies that "can afford"
soccer scholarships and report
few or no losses and have a
great claim to fame.
Another proof of unconcern is
the pitiful condition of our
training and playing ground
which are the same. Players
have suffered injuries and
various other wounds because of
running and even walking in
uneven terrain. This problem
has only been solved with
ice-bags
and
analgeisics,
instead of earth fillings while
gophers and cars continue to
plow the soccer field.
We
wonder if cars could be parked
in the Memorial Stadium for the
soccer games. Besides our
spectators enjoy the games in a
weed8ridden
water8drenched
enbankment. This answers the
question of why people attend
football games and only scorn
soccer games.
We must also think that our
players, that is UOP's players
not the generally misunderstood
Covell College players, are full
time students with no athletic
scholarships or any financial
aid. The only reason they play is
for the University and for you;
not for a future professional
contract or a credit for classes.
Therefore the least facilities
should be made available,
available.

teach people how to live
together
peacefully
and
harmoniously with other
members of the society, and the
accumulation of the concrete
knowledge that one obtains from
classes can only give one the
ability to obtain above-said goal.
One is, of course, free to be and
to do whatever one wishes as
long as one grants to others the
same right that one claims. It
must be realized that when one
claims certain privileges, the
other party also claims the
same.
In order for all the members
of the society to live together
without stepping on each others
rights, one has an obligation and
responsibility to observe the
rules and laws governing that
body of people to which one
belongs. These rules may not
always be satisfactory to every
member of the group but they
are made for the "greatest wellbeing of the majority". These
regulations should be changed
only when the majority of the
members choose to change
them and not when one or two
dissatisfied members wish to
change.
Therefore it is completely out
of the question for an outsider to
wish to change the regulations
of a group to which he does not
belong yet. When one wishes
(applies) to become a member
of an organization it is
They do not demand a red
understood that one abides by carpet service but demand
the regulations of that group. lockers considerations of the
Since the applicant is not forced meals after practices which are
into the position, he should find included in the team members
another one that may suit his
beliefs and his needs if he
room and board. Uniforms are
dissatisfied
with
the
another sore point; not only in
requirements of the position
their feet but in the shorts and
The privilege cannot go T-shirts which have been duti
without responsibility to back it
fully shrunk to the baby-foot
and the "unfavorable and
ball size.
unacceptable
external
appearance" is unfavorable and
This leaves us with the
unacceptable except when the athletic condition of the players.
sufficient ability of
the Although in top physical shape,
applicant can cover that dis
they lack an appropriate trainer
advantage.
who is to help the team to
Your last letter to the editor victory for the university's sake
has, therefore, assured me thatj and to get their investment
my decision against yourj back.
employment was correct.
Sincerely,
The coach, the theoretical
Yusuke Kawarabayashi mastermind of a team, has to his
credit his youth, his enthusiasm,

Football
by Vic Ornelas
In last week's Pacifican an
article was printed that was
based on an interview I had
given to one of t e reporters. I
feel that there were many things
left unsaid or that weren't
expanded upon in the article.
My comments were never
intended to slander or attack
anyone, especially my former
head coach. I was asked about
the conditions I encountered as
a Pacific football player and I
answered in complete honesty
and emphasized the fact that I
was treated fairly. What was not
said in the article however, was
that in many cases my former
head coach did not have control
over some of these conditions.
In other cases the conditions
were due to decisions he made
for the welfare of the team and
fulfilling his job— producing a
winning team. The differences
were in our opinions and not
with the relationship itself.
However, this has no bearing on
the present situation upon which
I feel I can shed some light.
First, I believe the day when
Pacific football will pay for
itself is coming soon. I base this
on the fact that Pacific is
scheduling teams of higher
calibre which can also
guarantee greater financial
returns. However, I also feel
that the students of Pacific
should have the right to decide
whether any of their funds
should be used for football or
anything else.
Secondly, I feel that football
scholarships should not be given
to people who come from
financial backgrounds that
could sponsor their education at
Pacific. In my particular
experience, 98 percent of the
people I played with would
never have been here if it wasn't
for that athletic grant-in-aid.
Football is a vehicle for many
third world people to obtain an
education and it would be wrong
to destroy this since there is no
guarantee that it will be
replaced. It should be expanded
upon so that this isn't the sole
means for a lot of my Brothers

Issue
to get an education. This was a
conclusion I came to as a result
of my experiences in the ghetto
of El Paso.
Thirdly, there are certain
realities that everyone should
recognize. The argument has
been raised that if football was
done away with at Pacific, the
money otherwise spent could g
to a variety of organizations and
facilities such as CIP, Raymond
College, the math department
etc. This is an invalid argument
for two reasons. In view of the
situation at Pacific there isn'
anyone who can guarantee this
and in all probability the
opposite would be true. Not one
cent more would go to any of
these organizations or facilities
Also, football will be here a long
time after we leave.
Every weekend I watch the
flow of cars away from this
university. On Saturday nights I
walk the streets of a ghost town
described as a "residential
college" in the university
catalogue. But last weekend I
saw real, live people on this
campus! This was mainly due to
the fact that there was a football
game Saturday afternoon. That
will be one of the few times this
year that Covellianos, Greeks
freaks, and assorted students
will get together in one place. In
time of "communications
breakdowns" this could be
important.
Two things happen with
regularity during a typical
year; football is attacked during
the fall and there is a franzy of
liberal political activity in the
spring. Why attack a game?
After all, it is an American
game, a reflection of American
society with some of the same
injustices that pervades that
society. If all our "concerned
students and faculty were to
work as hard on changing that
society as they do condemning
football,
we might get
somewhere. Homer Smith told
his players not to make football
their only interest but to become
part of the total university
picture. We can all learn from
that.

his motivation, and a good
physical shape. Unfortunately
the team has also all these
assets and more.
What the Dear Sir;
players have is great ability and
In my opinion your paper
it must be guided by the coach
showed
very poor taste and
with techniques, tips, tactics,
judgement
in rating our pizza
and various strategies as well
and various strategies as well parlor. I don't mind you rating
as a fast -acting mind able to our pizza zero but when you call
our patrons "greasers" you
cope with changing situations,
show me very little class. In
is the purpose to bring about
fact none.
change so that this sport will
P.S. Enclosed find our final
bring better moments and more
check.
victories to the Pacific Tigers.
Thank you,
Frank Boyce, Owner
Boyce's Pizza

Pizza

6ARUTW
casa. nckson.
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Idealism Meets Pragmatism
The following article is a report
on the recent "President to
Presidents Conference " held in
Washington
D.C.
and
attended by PSA President
Greg Graves and Academic
Vice President Alistair
McCrone. The purpose of the
Drogram was "to help break
down, in some small way, the
walls which are slowly rising
around us."
This is their
reaction
to
that
conference.—Ed.
It was clear from all of the
presentations that there is a
noticeable difference between
the pragmatic views of the
government officials and the
existential and philosophical
positions of the young. This lies
at the riot of some of the so
called misunderstanding that
exists in society of today.
The students are keenly
attuned to the pressures of the
moment, whereas the legisla
tors and government officials
are clearly concerned about
long term pressures and trends.
The program was excessively
over-o r i e n t e d towards
idealism on the part of some of
the student leaders and some of
the younger members of panels.
On the other hand the tendency
of administrative officials to
pay less than total attention to
the implications of ongoing
change was quite evident in
their speeches.
Perhaps most noticeable in
the entire proceedings (i.e. on
the part of all speakers) was a
total lack of expressed concern
for the educational goals and
philosophies that should underly
the entire educational
enterprise. A great deal was
said about how badly things
were being done in the
classroom and how badly things
were managed etcl,
but no
one seemed to think at all about
what it is that was being
mismanaged
and
what
educational standards and goals
were not being attained.
Indeed, this lack of education
al philosophy on the part of
those who would detract or criti
cize our system is perhaps much
more serious than some of the
operational items that are being
complained about today. We see
a paradigm in all of this at the
University of the Pacific in that
we should not be caught in the
wash of the same kind of
philosophical weakness.
In the year of self analysis
that will attend our upcoming
accreditation, I think that we will
be able to properly assess our
own educational posture in
terms of achievements versus
goals.
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Steven
Hess
contended
that the students ana
administrators on university
campuses are the culprits in the
current state of unrest that
exists at American universities
in general. He conceded nothing
to outside influence, such as the
Vietnam conflict, racism, the
draft
socio-economic
and
environmental pressures etc.

Hess' general posture was a
rather inflexible one in which he
sought to skirt government's
responsibilities in the role of
university faculty in effecting
changes in the university is
rather vague and unclear.
Walter
Hickel - Secretary
Hickel's was one of the better
addresses at the conference. He
contends that there are really no
purely campus issues. Rather,
all of the issues that face us are
community issues. Effectively,
the community is involved in
university affairs.
Secretary Laird - Laird's talk
was essentially an upholding of
our current administration s
defense posture based on the
contention that it is designed to
maintain a traditional kind of
balance of power.
Curtis Tarr - Tarr made a
strong pitch for a voluntary
army and announced that the
program of draft deferments for
college students is certain to be
eliminated in the not too distant
future.
He suggests that
National Guard and Reserve
units will be used in greater
measure to supplement the
activities of the regular army.
Panel Discussion - In the
panel discussion Hollomon
emerged as the strongest and
most articulate speaker. He
asserted
that student
representation in university
affairs is not significant unless
the students are backed
massively by student support.
That is, without a pressure
group behind them, student
representation is not much use.
John Mitchell, Attorney
General— Attorney Mitchell's
talk was the most interesting of
the entire program. The hall
was packed with both audience
and news people. He was fairly
well received.
Mitchell appeared as a very
pragmatic individual, fully
attuned to the practical realities
of big government. He defended
the various legal mechanisms
available to individuals and
institutions in our society to help
them protect their individual
rights.
Most significant among
Mitchell's announcements, was
the assertion that the
government is planning to send
teams of speakers and experts
from central government t<
fifty campuses around the
country during the next year.
This bodes well for bridging of
the communications gap be
tween the Nixon (or any other)
Administration,
and
the
Universities, and the public in
general.
______

CHINA, CRYSTAL
STERLING, GIFTS
Op*n Thursdays 'til 9 p.m
Free Gift Wrap
and Delivery
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UNCLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED—UNCLASSIFIED ADS. SEE OR
CALL ALAN BROSE AT AKL 462-9681
OR PACIFICAN OFFICE 946-2140 OR

FINEST
EQUIPMENT
we've got it at

village sports

464-8742.
COVER YOUR CRUDDY WALLS with our
beautiful posters. Family Book Store,
Weberstown

Mall.

NEW TEAC A - 6 0 1 0 t a p e deck, TEAC
mikes, d u s t covers, $ 7 3 0 v a l u e will sell
for $ 4 3 0 . 4 7 7 - 7 0 8 5 .
PEACE a n d LOVE d o g t a g s $ 1 . 0 0 . Family
Book Store, Weberstown Mall. Open
5 nights till 9 p.m.
FOR SALE—Austin Healey 3 0 0 ,
Call 4 7 7 - 0 4 1 2 a f t e r 4 p.m.

OPfN MONDAY THiOUGH FRIDAY 10 A.M.-9 P.M. — SATURDAY 9-5

799 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 47E-56IS

Pacifican

"I've seen it before.. /

$2,300.

NEW BOOK—COME HELP CHANGE THE
WORLD by Bill Bright, $ 4 . 9 5 . Family
Book Store, Weberstown Mall.
CALLIGRAPHY AND SHOWCARD LETTER.
ING. CERTIFICATES-DIPLOMAS. J. SPATOLA 478-7824 P.M.
NEW BOOK in p a p e r $ 1 . 9 5 WORDS OF
REVOLUTION, Tom Skinner. Family Book
Store, Weberstown Mall.
j
POLLUTION AND THE DEATH OF M A N The Christian View of Ecology by Fran

other. However, Burns said that
by Bart Berger
cis A. Schaeffer, $ 1 . 9 5 . Family Book
Store, Weberstown Mall.
Dr. Burns reactions to past the huge deficit that athletics
issues of the Pacifican, and the incurs each year, as it stands WANTED—Aluminum Cans. Deliver to or
call Greg, 1 6 5 W . Stadium 4 6 5 - 4 2 0 7 ,
content therein has been now, will soon be lowered due to
somewhat complacent. When the expansion of the program.
REVOLUTION NOW! p a p e r 9 5 c by Bill
Bright of Campus Crusade, Family Book
asked whether the Homecoming His goal is a $50,000 a year
Store, Weberstown Mall.
issue revealed anything which deficit. No other department
he might like to comment on, he c a n c o m e c l o s e t o t h a t FOR SALE—Jeep 1 9 5 4 , Willies. Roil bar,
lockable m e t a l t o p , rebuilt 4 cyl. en
merely said, "I've seen it before accomplishment.
gine. $ 9 0 0 a n d must sell. 478-1145
and I'll see it again." He feels
Frozen Bread
after 5 .
that in the twenty-five years
How does he feel about the FOR SALE—'68 Fiat 8 5 0 Spyder, every
that he has been president he PSA's decision to deny funds to
option a v a i l a b l e , only $ 1 . 0 0 / ! b . Call
has learned to put things in their
Dave 478-0792—THIS CAR IS LIGHT!
the Athletic Department? Will
proper perspective, and not to he freeze t e PSA budget if i does SIERRA CLUB POSTERS $ 2 . 5 0 . Family Book
Store, Weberstown Mall. O p e n 5 nights
let little things like this upset so? When asked this question,
till 9 p.m.
him. I asked if perhaps a Burns said that he would not
FOR SALE-Shotgun. Call Al 4 6 2 - 9 5 3 1 .
$350,000 deficit in the Athletic he freeze the PSA budget if it
Department was not something does so? When asked this ques
TYPING IN MY HOME. CALL MRS. TERRY
FLAHERTY, 4 3 0 3 N. MANCHESTER, APT.
to be upset about. "No," he said, tion, Burns said that he would not
19, 478-1142.
_
"If I'm going to be crucified, it programs, then that is their
will be on something bigger than
perogative. "But," he said, INTERESTED IN MOVING to Q u a d s , from
G. Covell If you move, p l e a s e contact
this." I could not help but "there's $25,000 that's going to
me, Leslie, Rm 2 3 3 Grace Covell Hall.
wonder what sort of things have to be re-allocated from
would occur should he become somewhere else."
Perhaps HAVE YOU SEEN GUSTY? SHE'S A 4
MONTH OLD FEMALE IRISH SETTER, NO
suicidal.
tollbooths on Pacific's streets
COLLAR, FREE SPIRIT. ANSWERS TO HER
Went to Pot?
NAME. NEED HER GREATLY. DEBBI 464would accomplish this end.
5700.
Dr. Burns stated that the
Apocalypse
de-escalation of football was
FOR SALE—24 inch used girls bike. Med
It very well could be that
ium weight, coaster brakes. $ 2 0 . Geri,
undergone ten years ago and
978-3318.
that in those years the Athletic Burns is right, though it seems
hard
to
believe
at
first.
The
FLASH
Department went to pot because
UNCLASSIFIED ADS
chance
of
reducing
the
Athletic
were
not
able
to
1)
attract
they
-HALF PRICE
students to it and 2) to offer jobs Dept. deficit from $350,000 to
PEOPLE e i g h t people needed
to those who majored in PE. onlv $50,000 seems a million WANTED:
for communal situation-must b e willing
miles
away
if
we
continue
along
The major attraction for an
to work. .Contact Ann a t t h e pacifican
Office.
employer is the predominance the path we have trod. And even
seems
rather
of the teams that the University $ 5 0 , 0 0 0
ANDERSON Y CENTER PEOPLE'S BOOK
STORE—Stop b y t h e Y a n d see the
has.
T h e r e j u v e n a t i o n substantial. But perhaps there is
"Minorities in America" exhibit. Over
of football job placements for a chance that we may do it.
5 0 0 excellent p a p e r b a c k books for sale.
There
also
is
a
faint
glimmer
of
Open 1 0 a.nrt. to 5 p . m .
graduates has increased.
hope that the other parts of this
"Pacific Progression"
WANTED: HONDA 3 5 0 f r a m e . Call Sam
Another interesting subject University that go unnoticed and
478-0317.
which was pointed out was the neglected might get some need
ed attention in the way of
so-called "Pacific Progres
sion." Male PE majors are Engineering (which Burns says,
usually hired as coaches, and cost more than the Athletic
because of their educational Department) might get some
training soon become Deans of needed attention in t e way of
Men. From there, they become basic repair work, and other
Vice-Principals, Principals, and things that aren't blatantly
eventually Superintendants of obvious, but that detract from
the efficient operation of an
Schools.
educational institution.
Leader of the Pack
UOP Sandbox
But, he does not feel that the
It may be too, that the
Athletic Department may be
•oxt Door to Village Theatra
workings of the PSA do not have
benefitting unduly from his
all that much effect on the
personal love of football. He
Administration, 'hnd that as was
feels that the -Athletic
suggested by the interview with
Department is only the first of
Burns our student government
the deaprtments of the
is only a political sandbox for
University to become high
students at this university. It
powered, and that soon, all the
would be sad if this is indeed the
others will follow suit. This is
case.
OftDfltS TO GO
supposed to justify the granting
And, also, if the conversation
of handing out ninety-two full
6535
PACIFIC AVE.
with Burns is any indication of
tuition room and board
the Administration's attitude
PHONE 478-5304
scholarships in the athletic
OPEN DAILY 11t00 A.M.
toward the students, that situ
department and none in any
ation is also very sad.

PIZZAS
LUNCH
DINNERS
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RPM Panned
PITCHERS OF BEER

it takes an iron stomach'

RPM Revue by Larry Seidman
"This movie is rated R - no
one under 17 admitted unless
combination PIZZA to any
accompanied by parent or
adult"....so begins the Stanley
UOP Student with PSA Card
Kramer production, RPM,
or This Ad.
"Revolutions Per Minutes". If
you are expecting to see nude
MON. TUES.
Pacific students yelling
obsenities at Anthony Quinn or
& WED. ONLY.
Ann Margret doing her version
of "Why Don.t We Do It in The
Road," then my friends here's a
viable alternative for you.
Go home and pick up a pen
Across from Bruner's
and write a screenplay on
student unrest. Be sure that in
Next to the Hide-A-Way on
your writing you try to show
Hammer Lane
"both sides".
OPEN 11 A.M.—11 P.M.
The next step is to find a
college where it is quiew
477-7727
wellgroomed and willing to have
a first rate motion picture
filmed on campus. With this
%nd Charming
completed you're in business. I
Nostalgia
guarantee the result of these
efforts will be no worse than
what Mr. Kramer and Mr. Segal
put together in their film RPM.
It stars (to mock the term)
Anthony Quinn, Ann Margret and
Gary 2001 Lockwood.
The strong point of RPM is a
real eye catcher. I was very
impressed with the picturesque,
ivy covered campus. Someone
remarked in the audience "that
college must be back East, just
look at that white Tower". I
agree where else could such a
place exist?
Anthony Quinn plays a
sociology professor named Paco
Perez, drafted into a college
presidency, who tries to
mediate between radical
students
staging
an
PWRh
administration
building
sin
in
d
and the trustees. He fails and
$1.00 off on any large

DINO'S

ELECTION I

I'LTOFTCK. BOOFS-J

HASSLED BY MIDTERM!
PAPER DUE AT 8:00!
TRY TACO BELL!
OUR FOOD IS GREAT!!

PHILIP ROTH HAD
NO COMPLAINTS
AOUT TACO BELL!

Hammer Lane

turns out to be the goat on both
sides.
The scene of all scenes takes
place when Paco is deep in the
paperwork of his new
presidency. Ann puts on the
stereo full blast and a cheap
negligee and moves toward
Paco with a sex driven bounce
and jump and says, "How about
it baby...let's swing!"
and
so on.
As for the other characters,
their roles and acting ability can
only be said to be of One Moon
qualityt Quinn in the end calls in
the cops to beat the radicals out
of the administration building.

It becomes necessary for the
camera work to become very
sophistiated in trying to make a
dull riot scene interesting.
Overall Anthony Quinn groans
alot, Gary Lockwood's hair is
always neatly combed and Ann
Margret has nice thighs among
other things. To put it in the
words of Anitra Eaele
"If
you are one of that select
audience who like films of
serious intent so bad that you
can go to them to laugh, then
RPM is your picture. It takes
the iron stomach of the true
ironist
to
sit
it
out."
Rating — One Moon..

The Basement Coffee
Hou s e . . . . o p e n t o n i g h t a n d
Saturday at the bottom of John
Ballantine,
admission
free
mellow
atmosphere,
good food and drinks, 8 till 2 am.
PSA Ice Cream Feed
Freakout....Tonight from 8:30
till 11:00 at the End Zone, all the
Ice Cream you can eat...free
with a PSA card, plus an added
bonus...listen to the music of
Bob Crawford and Scott.
PSA
Af tergamesville
Dance....At the Raymond Great
Hall, from 10:30 till 1:00,
admission a PSA card.
PSA Rally.... At the
Conservatory, 7:00...Fire up...

The University of Pacific
Drama Dept. Presents the
Beaux Strategem... directed by
Carl Talbot, tonight Oct. 23, 24,
25, 30, 31... at the DeMarcus
Brown Theater, tickets $2.50
and $2.00 ...half price for
students...call 946-2116 for
reservations.
Old and Modern Folk Music
Concert...this Sunday 7:30 pm at
the First Presbyterian Church
featuring John Swingle and Bob
Dalton...admission free...
Book-in at Delta...Sunday at 3
pm at the new Delta campus
across from Weberstown. .swap
literature with strangers...
Korean Dancer Wo Kyung
Cho...this Monday at the Speech
Arts Bldg., Delta campus, starts
at 8; 15, admission free.
and next week...
Anderson Y Cinema..."Blow
up"...Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday, 6:30 and 9:00,
admission 75cents.
The Beaux Stratagem...Friday
and Saturday at the Demarcus
Brown Theater.
PSA Halloween Dance and
Witching Night... at the
Raymond Great Hall, 9:00 till
???? Bring your brooms....it's
on Saturday night....BOO.
In San Francisco...
Fillmore...Thursday through
Sunday, Bo Diddley, The New
York Rock and Roll Ensemble,
Light'in Hopkins and Beefy
Red...$3.50 at the door.
The Venetian Room...at the
Fairmont Hotel features the
music and personality of John
Davidson...call area code 415326-6109 for reservations.

Led Zeppelin III—
by Joe Wilson
Led Zeppelin expands within
limits.
Out of an insane, fold-out
jacket with pictures of literally
everything but the kitchen sink,
comes the long-awaited and
predictably titled "Led Zeppelin
III".
Side
one
takes off
appropriately with that
throbbing, churning Zeppelin
beat, as the drums, guitar, bass,
and penetrating vocals make up
"Immigrant Song". Very
similar to their previously
recorded, pulsating cuts, this
one is a good example of the
powerful, pleading, and talented
sound this group can produce.
Immediately following some
background BS, "Friends"
comes on with an introduction
strikingly similar to "Carry
On" by Crosby, Stills etc.
"Celebration Day" begins and
follows through with more of
that threatening, driving
Zeppelin sound, plus more of
Plant's agitating voice.

Lower Sact. Road &
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Guitar Work
"Since I've Been Lovin' You"
falls in with some mournful, yet
very un-BB Kingish blues guitar
work, combined with more
sorry lyrics produced by Plant's

incredibly versatile vocal
chords.
"Out on the Tiles" strikes me
as a simple old, driving Led
Zeppelin song, which seems to
be getting outclassed by their
more talented stuff. Hard core
Zeppelin freaks— destroy your
ears!
More begging vocal work
indigenous to Robert Plant,
teamed with some nice guitar
introduces a more accoustical
side two under the title of
"Gallows Pole".
A
joint effort between
Robert's soothed down voice,
and more easy going accoustical
guitar makes "That's the Way"
a reflective, intriguing tune, and
flash— you can understand all
the words!
Well Worth Buying
It's hard to say whether Led
Zeppelin has really changed; I
think that the music, for the
most part, is basically the same,
only more advanced, with more
soothing and slower guitar. The
vocals are amazingly versatile,
as to be expected, with the
group itself seemingly
expanding within its own type of
music, if you can understand
that; with the exception of a few
songs, I feel it's an LP well
worth buying.

and in the future...
An Evening with the Big
E...Elvis at the San Francisco
Cow Palace on Friday Nov. 13,
tickets are $10, $7.50, $5.00...get
them early, write to Cow Palace
Box Office, PO Box 34206, San
Francisco, California.
Joan Baez Concert...at the
Oakland Coliseum, November
18, all seats are just $2.00
write to the Coliseum Box Of
fice, at Hegenberger, Oakland,
California.

"THE FUNNIEST
MOVIE I'VE SEEN
THIS YEAR!"

— New York Post

m

<&«

DALE WASSERMAN'S

"ONE FLEW OVER
THE.
CUCKOOS NEST.
FROM THE BOOK BY KEN KESEY
"Outtasight. I'm amazed."
Ktn Kesey

at Little Fox Theatre 6/12/70

"The best stage production
I've seen in years."*
Herb Caen S.F. Chronicle
STUDENT DISCOUNT: S1.00 OFF.
STUDENT RUSH:
PRICE.

W2

(15 MINUTES BEFORE CURTAIN)
The Little Fox Theatre. 533 Pacific. San Francisco
Box Office Phone: (415) 434-4738

GATCH-22
A DIFFERENT WORK ENTIRELY,
THE BOOK. AN EXCELLENT FILM.
—Marianne Langerquisl

THE FUNNIEST PRESENTATION
OF THE ABSURDATIES OF WAR
I'VE EVER SEEN. A "MUST FOR
EVERYONE."
-VAUGHN MOOSEKIAN
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SPECIAL!

Stereo Sale!

MJ
LARGEST

^C

fHAiN

RECORD
.a

MAJOR LABEL BUY-OUT!

In Sounds! Far out rnc

idy William?
ops Keep F
n My Hec
DGE OVER TF

HIT STEREO ALBUMS

REDUCED
Reg. 4.98 Value

Original $4.98-$5.98

INCLUDING
ILUES/SWE
H/ROTHS'

t

Values
Includes top labels: Capitol, Atlantic, Mo
town Columbia and more! Artists: Fr°nl<
Sinatra. Johnny Cash, Dean Martin
Paul
Maurieat, 4 Seasons and hundreds more!

m
SPECIAL SELECTION HI-FI LP'S

/six
mi

Reg. 5.98 Value

Your Choice
While they last, hundreds of
labels, recording stars. Selection
includes
all
types
of
music
save now!

88 Q88

M

B IB

EACH

EACH

\

EACH
ml Ampex-Columbia-

OUR
ENTIRE STOCK!
t\ Decca-Capitol-

From Warner Bros./Reprise Records

A&M-GRT . . .

Choose from these fantastic stereo albums:

9 QQ

REPRISE RECORDS
NEIL YOUNG "After The Gold Rush" fceUU

I

JI Ml

HENDRIX

STEREO TAPES! 8-TRACK

0 DO

REPRISE RECORDS
"Smash

Hits"

CASSETTE & REEL TO REEL

Weill#

OFF MFG. LIST
'C J

THE GRATEFUL DEAD "Working Mans Dead" fcellll

»'u*#

JII
WARNER BROS. RECORDS

9 QQ

PETER, PAUL & MARY "Ten Years Together"

WeUII

9 QQ

REPRISE RECORDS
NEIL

YOUNG

"Crazy

Horse"

fceUU

JAMES TAYLOR "Sweet

Baby

James"

9 00

JIMI HENDRIX I OTIS REDDING "Live At Monterey"

WellU

REPRISE RECORDS

9 00

ARLO GUTHRIE "Washington

«t.

P0V BIU£$

_

Special selection, whilel
they last. All first quality.
Your Choice..

EACH

THE LARGEST
STEREO TAPE
SELECTION IN
NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
13 LOCATIONS
TO SERVE YOU

DISNEYLAND
CHILDREN'S RECORDS

REDUCED!

County" fciUU

9 00

ATLANTIC RECORDS
ZEPPELIN

'*<£64-TRACK TAPE SPECIAL

&iUU

REPRISE RECORDS

LED

You'll save on every tape in our
stock, nows the time to stock up on
your favorite songs, artist.

9 QQ

WARNER BROS. RECORDS

• EVERY
ARTIST
• EVERY
LABEL

0 90

WARNER BROS. RECORDS

•
%
»

and all the rest!

"Number

3"

WeUU

ENTIRE STOCK

WARNER BROS. RECORDS
THE

YOUNGBLOODS "Rock Festival"

fceUU

9 00

40%

Smut*

OFF LIST

Reg. 1.98 Mfg. list (DQ Series)
Choose from all your Disney favorites,
including the "Haunted House ", plus
many, many more. Charge them at

Music Box

DAY WEBERSTOWN MALL
IVIUJit DUA 4950 PACIFIC AVE.

UllCir
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Varsity Dumps
Alumni 12-8

Soccer Team Sweeps Pair
by Rich Fixott
Last week after the 6-0 loss to
San Jose State the Tiger Soccer
Team beat St. Marys 4-0 and SF
State 3-1. The St. Marys game
saw the Tigers playing a good
second half, after being plagued
with a slow start and referee
trouble.

Goals were scored by Negis,
who was just brought up from
half position. The other 2 goals
were
scored
by
Nano
Hechfereia, who played an
excellent game. Coach Paccis
new backfield arrangement of
Everly, Munoz, Duk and Ory
proved successful as they
completely controlled St. Marys
for most of the game. Other
outstanding performances were
turned in by Costello, Gomez,
and Eichghara.

improvement over the St. Marys
and Berkeley games and picked
up earlier in the game than
usual.
Good
performances
were
turned in by Gottleib, Ory,
Costello and Eichyhara. The
UOP team played well and with
its fine defensive team as a
basis is developing a stronger
offensive attack.
The team's next home game
will be Oct. 31 against City
College of SF at 11:00. Be there
and help support a winning
team.

Summary

Intramural Football Results:
5AE 21

5WC 14
3KT 34
3KT12

SWC 6
PDC 12
PDC13
DU 6
B-League West:
Raymond 41
DU 27
Manchester 32
AKL 6
B-League East
Casa Jackson 32
McConchie 40
McConchie 6
PKT (ZIP)

League Standings
A-League
SAE 6
PKT 4
DU (2) 2
SWC0
PDC pO
B-E
Casa Jackson 6
McConchie 6
SW 4

Bill Archibald was high scorer
for the varsity with four goals.
Connor Sutton, '61, topped the
alumni with five goals.
Three fun-type awards were
given out before the game. The
Furthest Travelling Award went
to Steve Cohee of Santa Ana; the
oldest was Frank Baldwin, '50;
the Best Body Award was given
Halfback Tom Dixon carried an off-tackle slant for nine yards. to Dennis Nugent.
Overall Dixon picked up 9 yards receiving and 55 yards on the
This week the varsity played
ground. Les Fields (5) and Jeff Warner (64 come up to assist.
Tuesday at Chico State, today at
home against DeAnza, and
tomorrow at Foothill. Pacific is
now 9-6 overall and 2-2 in league
play.

Pacific Surprises (JSC 47-23

by Alonzo Karr
The offense finally came to
life and the Pacific Tigers
Last Saturday while most of d e m o l i s h e d
the
Santa
UOP was watching the Clara Broncos 47-23, Saturday
Homecoming parade the Tiger before a smiling Homecoming
soccer team was gaining its 3rd crowd of 16,000 in Pacific
win of the season over SF State Memorial Stadium. The Pacific
3-1. Goals were scored by Negis fans and particularly the team
and Hechofereia. The Tiger took much pleasure in seeing the
offense and defense showed Broncos blown out of the
stadium by a stirred up offense.
poooooooeiooc«eeooooocvvvvwwvxv-i<>«^M?1?01jgoooooooo

Sports

by Jim McCartney
The
varsity-alumni water
polo game, featuring 20
returning alums, was won by the
j varsity 12-8 on Homecoming

by George Thompson
Important organizational
meeting in the gym lecture
room Oct. 21, 1970 at 7:30 pm for
volleyball and basketball.
Tennis doubles play will begin
Oct. 21, 1970, with tennis singles
already under full swing.
Intramural
horseshoes
tournament play begins
November 2, 1970. All students
wishing to enter the tournament
should put your statements in
the
Intramural
office.
Horseshoes doubles and singles
games will consist of 21 points.
Match will be 2 out of 3 games
Closest shoe will score; point
being 3 points for a ringer, and
nearest shoe is 1 point.
The
tentative
Intramural!
Program for the • winte
schedule includes (A) and (B)
League Basketball, (A) and (B)
League Volleyball, bowling,
wrestling, freethrow, basketbal
and golf, 3-man basketball
badminton, and two-ma
volleyball. Just a quick
reminder that all the rules and
regulations are posted on the
Intramural board in the gym
For the latter sports activities.

Responsible for the offensive
Mark (Bad Body) Pash, a
surge were John Read, Tom music major who sang the
Dixon, and Mike Barr.
national anthem prior to the
Pacific Quarterback John game, booted field goals of 49
Read was superb as he toppled and 33 yards. "Mr. Toe" also
several UOP school passing kicked five of six conversion
records.
Read, ranked first attempts.
nationally in passing, threw four
BIGGEST ROMP SINCE '58
touchdown passes in completing
The orange jerseyed Tigers,
20 out of 39 passes for 320 yards. displaying the most offense of
In this game, he established the season in gaining 464 yards,
UOP records for most yards scored in each quarter, and the
gained in a single game (320), 47 points was the most the
most touchdown passes in one Tigers have tallied since a 52-6
game (4), and most passes romp over Fresno State in the
attempted in one seasori (241) final game of the 1958 season.
He is also now tied the
Barr's first punt return, a
completion mark of 110 set by weaving swirling 29 yarder, set
Roy Ottoson in 1952.
up UOP on its way to their first
Since Pacific is 4-2 and has touchdown. A few plays later on
five games remaining, Read an option keeper, Read scored
should
surpass
Ottoson's from three yards out. Mark
completion mark next Saturday Pash converted and it was 7-0 at
night against San Jose State.
the end of the first quarter.
Also his 4 touchdown passes After Pash boomed his 49 yard
give him 11 for the season, just f i e l d g o a l , t h e B r o n c o s
five shy of the Pacific record set narrowed the gap to 10-7. Carl
by the fabled Eddie LeBaron in Braboy, a freshman Santa Clara
1947.
halfback scored the first of his
Tom Dixon, Pacific's new two touchdowns.
running back, emerged with
However, UOP came right
runs that were almost back and march 69 yards in
impossible to believe. Dixon, a nine plays, with Read finding
native Stocktonian from tight end Tom Gordon in the end
Franklin High School via Delta zone with 16 seconds remaining
College, ripped off a 39 yard in the half.
touchdown run in the third
Pacific came back after the
quarter. In the fourth quarter, halftime band day performance
he took a Read screen pass, and scored 17 points on Pash's 33
appeared trapped numerous y a r d f i e l d g o a l , D i x o n ' s
times, yet squirmed, wiggled, incredible 39 yeard run, in which
twisted, and kicked until he he bounced off two tacklers, and
broke loose on an amazing 74 a pro type pass completion to
yard touchdown run.
Honor Jackson that went for 26
IMPROVED PUNT GAME
yards.
Head Coach Homer Smith,
In the fourth quarter, Tony
distraught in the past about Mathis out leapped two Santa
Pacific's sputtering offense and Clara defenders and latched
poor punting game, was jubilant onto a lofty John Read pass. A
with the immense improvement little later, Dixon made the play
in these areas. Les Fields, the of the game as he broke loose
regular starting center, took and raced 74 yards for
over the punting game and Pacific's final touchdown. For
booted four for a 44.5 average.
his efforts, the team awarded
Mike
Barr
a s t a r t i n g Dixon the game ball.
cornerback, had an exceptional
The offense was balanced for,
evening as he returned six Santa
besides Dixon's break away
Clara punts for 132 yards
runs. Pacific gained 13 yards
Barr's returns gave UOP from Jackson on an end around
improved
field position,
run. This consisted also of 50
something they've lacked in the
yards of hard running from
past.

fullbacks Dave Brigham and
Tony Mathis, and an additional
50 on runs and catches from
tailback Jack Burke.
Read, using a variety of nine
different receivers, found the
Bronco's pass defense to be
porous. The UOP receivers again
dropped at least seven passes
that would have been good for
additional Tiger passing
yardage.
Honor Jackson,
besides having a 26 yard TD
pass, caught two others and had
a total of 77 for the afternoon.
Tight End Tom Gordon had the
best game of hiS"Pacific carreer
as he received six passes for 77
yards and provided the extra
blocking the offensive line
needed to protect Read. Gary
Rossman, another Tiger wide
receiver, grabbed two aerials
that provided first downs.
DEFENSE TOUGH
The defense, led by Pacific's
All American nominee Bob
Crawford, held Santa Clara
several times when they came
within scoring range.
The
Broncos were somewhat able to
sweep the ends and this problem
should be solved by next game
for regulars Rick Henry and
Don Gordon should be ready for
action. Joe Radovich, moved
from fullback to defensive end.
Art White, quick guard Rick
Lebherz, and linebacker Curt
Barker all picked off Santa
Clara aerials.
Next Saturday the Pacific
Tigers will host traditional rival
San Jose State Spartans in a
Pacific Coast
Athletic
Association conference game.
San Jose, having a balanced
offense and a strong defense,
could give the Tigers some
trouble. A common foe. Long
Beach State, lost to Pacific 9-6,
but edged San Jose 7-3. Pacific
needs to be aware of halfback
Lawrence Brice, a former
Edison High School and Delta
College performer, who has
been rushing for over 100 yeards
per game consistently for the
Spartans.
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by Bob Keeney
The premier event of the 1970
Pacific social season; ah yes,
Homecoming; occured the
weekend of October 17th. All
over Pacific students diligently
made preparations (which
mainly consisted of getting fired
up for a good time and buying
booze or anything else which put
your head in orbit) for the big
weekend.
Meanwhile,
throughout the United States,
Pacific alumni were busy
making preparations to return
in all their glory to their alma
mater for Alumni Day, October
17th. Another strange
phenomenon also occurred in
many homes throughout our
nation. A small scattering of
Pacific parents ferverently
made plans to go see how little
Johnny and little Susie were
withstanding the rigors of
college life, and saw what
college life supposedly is, as the
administration presented it t
them on Parents Day, October
17th. Well sports fans, you
guessed it. A triple main event
took place on the UOP campus
last Saturday.
Of all these events,
Homecoming is definitely
closest to the average Pacific
student's heart. It is difficult to
condense the magnitude of this
event into words, unless we look
at the event through the eyes of
two participants. We will chart
the progress of tao typical UOP
students; Spike Beanbaumer, a
man among men in the SoutnWest complex and a sometimes
leader of the weeknight End
Zone crowd, and his date for the
weekend, Gertrude Krauter, a
pert freshman who resides in
Grace Covell.
SPIKE AND GERTIE
Both Spike and Gertie, as she is
known to most of her friends,
have been eagerly anticipating
Homecoming for two weeks.
Spike has been letting the guys
know that he really has a live
one this weekend and that he is

ready and roaring to go. Gertie
has also been unable to contain
herself. Whenever the gossip
bogs down in Covell, the subject
invariably switches to
Homecoming and who's going
with who along with all the other
crap which is somehow relevant
to all this. Gertie notes that her
date receives her friends'
approval and is glad Spike
measures up to her friends'
standards. In short, she is
already a social sucess in her
first semester at UOP.
Finally, Friday night arrives so
Spike and Gertie take in the
torchlight parade and the rally,
they really begin to get into the
good old Homecoming spirit.
The only problem is that after
the rally, Spike's throat feels as
if someone had masassaged it
with sandpaper. However, this
isn't suprising since he must
have yelled for at least an hour.
Fortunatelly, it really doesn't
make any difference if Spike
can talk or not. Gertie has to
split to some dusty warehouse in
South Stockton to push
crepepaper through chicken
wire so Covell can have a float
for the next m o r n i n g ' s
Homecoming parade. Spike isn't
about to join her and he wanders
back to the dorm where he runs
into some of his cronies. They
were up to no good as somebody
got hold of a couple of cases of
beer and Spike decides that a
few beers would ease the pain in
his throat.
HOMECOMING PARADE
Around nine the next morning,
Spike is jolted out of his dazed
slumber by the steady pounding
of drums. Wow, he never
thought a hangover could be this
bad. He crawled to his window
and discovered that he was in
better condition than he thought.
There were actually marching
bands 100 feet away from his
window. Not an everyday
occurance, mind you, but who
knows what goes on during
Homecoming? After consulting

his official schedule of events,
Spike relizes that he is viewing
the Homecoming Parade, which
largely consists of high school
bands which come to Stockton
for Pacific band day. After
conceding that any further sleep
was impossible, Spike hurriedly
put on some jeans and barged
into the hall where he ran into
some friends, all similarly
confused. Finally they decide to
hurry off and watch the parade.
SPECIAL MEAL
Around 11 a.m. the parade
ends and Spike suddenly realizes
that he has to meet Gertie for
lunch in an hour. At 12 he walks
into Grace Covell, and calls Ger
tie. She emerges pale and redeyed. When Spike took her hand
he noticed it was raw and almost
bleeding. What terrible fate had
stricken Spike's date? Well, it is
only too obvious. Gertie was up
until five working on Covell's
float and was a walking zombie.
So if this wasn't enough there
were two unfamilar faces
behind
her
carefully
scrutinizing every move Spike
made.
Oh yes, Gertie had
forgotten to tell Spike that her
parents were coming up for the
day, but he doesn't mind, does
he? Spike stayed cool and even
struck up a conversation with
her parents as they entered the
dining hall to be confronted with
one of Paul Fairbrook's most
amazing meals of the year
(Nothing is too good for the
parents
is
it
Paul?)
Unfortunately, Spike was in no
shape to eat it, and Gertie was
too drowsy to even taste it.
After lunch, the merry
foursome trudged over to the
football game. Everything was
going fine until Gertie's mother
happened to sit on one of the
more stubborn splinters in
Pacific Memorial Stadium. The
splinter eventually lost the
fight, but not until the damage
had been done, as the splinter
ldft its mark in her more than
ample posteriour. It's hot, it

always is and Spike is going
crazy looking at the people
drinking beer next to him as this
is the first football game he has
gone to sober since he has been
at Pacific. This is almost more
than Spike can bear, but one
stern look from Gertie's mother
reminds him that he had better
play it straight. After the game
ends, Gertie hardly has enough
strength to stand up, and the
heat has made Spike sweat out
all the beer he had drunk the
night before so that he now
smells like a brewmaster.
Gertie and her parents have a
few last words and bid each
other a tearful farewell after
the game.
Spike quickly
retreats to the security of the
dorm and begins to pull himself •
together for the long night to
come. Three hours later Spike,
resplendent
but
very
uncomfortable, in a suit and tie,
arrives at Covell to pick up
Gertie. He is amazed how the
miracles of modern technology
transformed her from a girl
whom he hardly knew that after
noon, into the vivacious girl he
had originally asked to home
coming. Ah, and there is the
whole night ahead of them.
Dinner was easily the best
meal Spike and Gertie had eaten
since coming to Pacific. The
Stockton cuisine leaves a lot to
be desired, but it is definitely a
welcome change from the
average fare at school. The only
problem was that Spike had not
worn a tie in seven months and
his collar was digging into his
neck. He tried to relieve the
pain by tugging at his collar, but
this remedy was havint no
effect. Otherwise dinner went
fine. Gertie and Spike were
slowly
regaining
the
homecoming spirit which they
had both lost during the day.
QUICK REJUVENATION
Their spirits got further
rejuvenated in Spike's room
after dinner. Spike had laid his
hands on some vodka and was

quite awware of its medicinal
features.
After a few
screwdrivers he was stifling a
few contented belches and was
ready to roll.
Gertie was
getting even more talkative
than usual. It definitely was
time to get moving. On to the
dance!
Spike and Gertie were not
feeling any pain when they
stumbled into the dance.
However, they soon discovered
that they were not the only ones
who felt good.
Gertie slyly
observed that the liquor sales in
Stockton must have increased
50% this weekend.
Spike
arrived at the same conclusion
after five people fell into him
when he was attempting to
dance. They were surrounded
by a maladroit bunch of drunks.
The dance was like a zoo. The
band was the best they had
heard all year and everyone was
working out on the dance floor
(or at least trying to) »r
stumbling around in a haze. The
heat inside became oppressive
so Spike unbuttoned his collar
and loosened his tie. Soon his
coat came off, but he was still
frying. After more dancing a1®
numerous trips outside to c ol
off, Spike and Gertie were read)'
to collapse. They walked out®
the dance as if they had bee®
through a war.
However, Spike was still >
little drunk and was far fi"01*
down.
Up to his room the)
went. The lights were turn®
down and the music was soft
The mood was right for a few "
Spike's better moves. He talk®1
with Gertie for awhile until sh
collapsed into his a r m s with'
sigh. After letting her lean"®
him for awhile, Spike was read)
to make his move, but he did n°j
want to disturb her yet. Yes1
did feel good to close his eyes
Three hours later Spike wo*
up, only to find Gertie s"
sleeping in his arms. Hob1®
coming was just too much f"
them.

